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Seven Tips for Etsy Success
By Corinna Buchholz, piddix
With 3,000,000 registered users and more than $16 million in monthly sales, etsy.com is the
number one site for selling handmade goods online. A low listing price of 20 cents per item
and a fixed shop template allow for a quick and easy set-up. While several hundred people
have “quit their day jobs” to either craft full-time or sell vintage items or supplies on etsy, the
vast majority of its users see etsy as a place to make some extra money, connect with other
crafters, and to share their creations with the world. Whether you’ve just heard of etsy today
or have been running your own etsy shop for years, the seven tips below are written to help
your store thrive.

Tip #1: Read, Read, Read (& Weed)
There are lots of helpful resources online for setting up and maintaining your etsy shop. But
if I had to pick just one place to start, it would be “Etsy Success for Beginner Sellers.”
Written by etsy employee HeyMichelle, it covers the basics of setting up a shop including
the ever-important task of choosing a shop name, plus has one of the best summaries of
taking great etsy photos I’ve seen. I also find inspiration looking at the list of overall and
handmade top sellers on the etsywiki and trying to identify common themes. For example,
what types of photos do they take—close-ups or distance, clean backgrounds or staged?
What is their price range? Do they have a huge personal profile, or none at all? How many
items do they have listed? Other helpful tips can be found via the etsy success newsletter
and in the etsy blog, especially the seller handbook and “Quit Your Day Job” series.
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Looking for etsy advice can also be a
huge time suck, as anyone who has
ever wandered into the etsy forums
knows. No, you do not need to have a
blog, Twitter account and Facebook
page that you update every day to
succeed—as some blogs or forum
posts suggest—nor does one size fit
all. For example common advice
suggests keeping your shop
announcement short and sweet so that
people can see your shop items more
quickly. However, etsy seller Unique
Art Pendants has found that her extralong announcement brings in
business. My advice? Try some things
out; see what works best for you. Then
get back to work creating a solid
product with amazing photographs and
equally great customer service.
Scrabble tile pendant from etsy’s top jewelry seller, Homestudio.

Tip #2: Find Your Product
Figuring out what product to sell on etsy is not as easy as it may seem. If you’re like many
crafters, you’ve tried a dozen different crafts—from sewing to jewelry and everything in
between. What most of us do when we start selling is put up a little of everything—a couple
of hats, a necklace, some cards. This works fine when you’re playing around, but if your
goal is to sell well on etsy, the decision of what to sell on etsy should be an intentional
choice and play to your strengths. Consider the following:
• What do you love to make?
When your product takes off, you
may find yourself putting in 12hour days, seven days a week. It
is a whole lot more sustainable if
you’re enjoying yourself, rather
than hating every minute.
• Is there an under-served
market? Men’s products on etsy
are notoriously absent. There’s a
reason this golf ball marker has
been featured numerous times—
it’s one of the few simple men’s
gifts out there. What other
products or themes may be
missing?
Golf Marker by PamperingBeki.
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•

Are there items that go well together? Offering related products with different price
points appeals to a wider range of buyers and brings more views to your shop.
TheBlackApple’s shop is a great example of how to create a stylized cohesive look
with a dozen different offerings including prints, jewelry, and even dolls.

Hannah Dolls from The Black Apple.

•

What have you received compliments on? You know the thing you make that
others love? The one you sell off your neck when you wear it, or that your friends tell
their friends about? Ya, sell that.

•

How can you put up barriers? The harder your product appears to be to make, the
less competition you will have. Industrial tools, like a kiln or glass etcher, can set your
items apart. As can specialized skills, such as leather crafting or anything involving
fire (think metal working). Even finding the perfect supply or way to use it works well.
Polarity discovered that a specific auto part fit perfectly onto a button magnet, then
copyrighted her design for amazingly unique necklaces.

Locket Set By Polarity
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•
•

What is your unique style? Is there something you can make that that’s fueled by
your individual creativity? Here’s a great article on finding your niche.
Can you make something functional, or that will need to be replaced? There are
products, like shoes or jewelry, that you can never have too many of. Others like
allysonhill‘s car-litter bag just seems like something everyone should have. And four
of the top six handmade sellers on etsy make soap and bath products—something
that needs to be continually replaced.

Soap Sampler by Dennis Anderson.

•

Think outside the handmade box. Handmade may be etsy’s darling, but selling
vintage items or supplies can pay the bills just as well.

Vintage Mini Camera from cOveTableCuriOsitIEs

•

Streamlined or one-of-a-kind? Creating a listing for an item on etsy takes time,
sometimes even longer than making the item itself. By making something that can be
replicated, especially for items under $20, you can simply hit the “re-list” button when
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one sells. Then keep the one-of-a-kind items for when the price justifies the time it
took to create the listing or to have a showcase piece to bring in shop views.

Original Mixed-Media Art by Dolan Geiman.

•

What do you know well? Is there something you have in-depth knowledge of that
could transfer into a product? Discomedusa‘s first-hand knowledge of wearing large
gauge jewelry allows her to create “expanded earwear” specifically for her audience.
Plus, she’s able to answer any questions her customers may have. Perhaps those
ballet or skating lessons from childhood can finally pay off.

Tip #3: Set Up Shop
Creating a basic etsy shop can be easily done in less than an hour. Start with “A Beginner’s
Guide to Starting a Shop on Etsy,” and for additional questions, etsy has a pretty thorough
selling FAQ.
To do it “right,” though, there are lots of extras to pay attention to. Think about your
customer. They won’t be able to pick up your items in person to see how they are made or
look around your brick and mortar shop. You need to set them at ease and earn their trust
(and sales). One great way to do this is by sharing the most relevant and interesting facts
about your crafts and yourself in your item descriptions and photographs, your shop
announcement, and your personal profile. Here are some of tools I’ve learned along the
way:
•

What you say does matter. Any time I have changed how I describe my items or my
shop announcement—even just a little bit—it has affected sales greatly. Use your
shop announcement to set your store apart. Choose helpful, eye-catching content
over generic pleasantries. Include significant press or awards you’ve received or
other specifics that set your work apart. For item listings include sizes and/or
measurements. You can also look around and see how successful shops use their
shop announcements and descriptions. Just be sure to use them for inspiration,
rather than using the exact language.
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•

•

Earn trust. Try to set your customer at ease by addressing upfront any questions
they may have. If you make your cookies in a certified commercial kitchen, or use
food-grade wax on your handcrafted butcher blocks, as a buyer those are things I
want to know. One common question I have seen with earrings especially is whether
they were worn for the item photograph or not.
Create an FAQ. After a while, you will start to collect common questions that people
ask about your products. If you include your answers in your shop policies this can
help your buyer make up their minds. Ringmakers Rob and Lean have a great FAQ
including answers to questions about sizing, custom orders, and whether a titanium
ring can really be cut off in an emergency. This level of professionalism, along with a
healthy dose of their own personalities coming through in the FAQ as well, makes me
much more likely to choose their shop over another’s.

Wedding bands by Rob and Lean.

•

•

Tell us about it. People shop on etsy because they want a handmade experience.
They’re purchasing the story of the item just as much as the item itself. In your item
descriptions tell your customer why your product is unique or what makes it the best
option. Similarly, tell a little bit
about yourself. Even just a
couple of sentences about who
you are and why you make
your crafts makes a big
difference. As a buyer, the two
places I always check before
making a purchase are the
shop’s feedback followed
immediately by their profile.
Show us your work. In
addition to taking great
photographs (see some tips
below) include alternate views
such as the back of your item,
your product in use, or your
packaging.
Photo of sample packaging from Arete
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•

Create a cohesive look. Your banner is the first thing someone sees when entering
your shop. Think about what you want style of your shop to be…is your work more
romantic, or edgy? Bold or soft? Your banner, avatar, and the backgrounds you
choose in your photographs should all reflect your unique style. You can make your
own with graphic design software, use the super-easy bannerator, or purchase a
custom banner from another etsy shop for $10-$30.

Tip #4: Take Amazing Photographs
Perhaps nothing is more important on etsy than having amazing photographs. If your items
look great, you’re much more likely to be featured on and off etsy in blogs, treasuries, and
even on the front page—all of which lead to more views and more sales. The folks at
craftgawker say that three of the main reasons they turn down photographs include:
• Presentation. The item was out of focus or not presented well
• Lighting. The item was poorly lit
• Picture overexposure. Too much light that washes out the image
So how do you address these issues? Even a cheap digital camera can take amazing
photographs with some simple tricks. Etsy seller Lara Lewis says her secrets for taking
great photos of small objects include:
• Photograph in natural light and turn off the flash.
• Find the sunniest location in your home to set up your shots.
• Only shoot in filtered sunlight, because otherwise the shadows will be too harsh. If you
need to, stretch a piece of tracing paper over your window where the sun streams in as it
helps diffuse the light.
• Take a piece of cardboard and wrap it in aluminum foil. Use it to reflect light onto your
subject.
• Don’t go too crazy with your backgrounds, but definitely choose something that tells the
story of what you are trying to sell. When in doubt, go neutral.
• Set your camera on macro and after your camera focuses, pull back just a smidge before
you take the picture. Take several shots and use various angles.
• Set up your pictures knowing that you might want to crop them to a perfect square to
look best in your thumbnails. Pick your best one as your “money shot!”

Vintage Owl Ring by Lara Lewis.
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Hand-knit shawl from Black Mustard.

Some of the best clothing or large-item photos I’ve seen on etsy are taken outside with a
neutral but interesting background (fence, wall, local buildings). Again, it doesn’t have to be
super-complicated. Take a couple of hours, bribe a friend with lunch or borrow a mannequin,
and shoot away.
Once you’ve mastered the basics, etsy’s blog The Storque has lots of helpful photography
tips to take it to the next level.

Tip #5: Strive for Repeat Customers
The old adage that it is easier to keep a current customer than to bring in a new one is
entirely true on etsy. Nearly 40% of my sales on etsy are to returning customers. And on the
flip side, if I have a negative experience as a buyer, I
won’t go back to that shop. Keeping your customers
satisfied isn’t rocket science, but it does take work. In
addition to supplying an impeccably made product,
other ways to encourage repeat business include:
• Ship well; ship timely.
• Communicate. Send a nice mail when you receive
their order or when you ship it.
• Thank your customer in the package with a hand
written thank you note.
• Take care with your packaging and branding. You
want this to be like opening an extra-special gift
(which it is). Check out the etsy packaging flickr
pool for inspiration.
Recycled card & envelopes by
3GIRLSandagoat
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Branded packaging Flourish Bath & Body (left).

Packaging by Haus of Gloi (right)

Include a little something extra as a thank you. Keep it simple, like a promo button, a
mini notebook, or a related gift, such as rubber earring backs for French hook earrings or
a pen to accompany a travel journal.
• Now that you’ve taken all this time to make your item special, be sure to point it out.
Include special details in either your thank you note or emails: “Your book is wrapped in
fair-trade paper handmade in Nepal, and I have included a handmade bookmark as a
thank you.”
• Respond to any issues that may arise immediately.
• Leave feedback.
• Encourage repeat customers by including a coupon or discount for the next visit.
• And finally, make it easy for them find you again. If there’s an easy way to include your
shop name somewhere on the product that’s best, but attached business cards or hang
tags work as well.
A happy customer will come back and will bring their friends. And while all the pretty
wrapping in the world won’t make up for a poorly made product, it can make a good product
even more memorable. Find even more suggestions in etsy’s series “Service Tips for
Sellers.”
•

Tip #6: Promote on Etsy
Now that you’ve taken care of the “big three” (having a great product, great photos, and
great customer service), it’s time to tell the world about your shop. Promotion and marketing
can be broken down into two distinct categories: being featured on etsy and bringing in
shoppers from outside of etsy.
In the world of handmade crafts, etsy is a powerhouse, with more than 3 million registered
members and nearly 200,000 more joining each month. More than one million people follow
them on twitter alone, so if you can get noticed within etsy, it can bring a ton of sales and
attention to your shop. Multiple times per day the staff of etsy chooses items to be featured
on the front page and to illustrate articles in their blog and newsletter. They also have
reoccurring columns such as the Featured Seller, inclusion in which can make a shop’s year.
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To increase the chance of having an item
featured, put yourself in etsy’s shoes. They’re
writing an article on something (seasonal trends,
finding inspiration) and they need examples right
away. They do a quick keyword search, find the
best photos that show up in the first couple of
pages, and use those. You can grab their
attention by having front-page worthy
photographs, tagging your items well, and relisting often to bring your work to the front of the
searches.
You can also submit yourself and your work
through direct and indirect channels. It’s not
unheard of to sell 50 items after being selected
for “weekend deals,” which has a very simple
“Penny Farthing” by irenesuchocki,
submission process.
etsy featured seller September 2008.
Many of the weekend deals revolve around
offering free shipping, which can be done easily by adding a couple of dollars to the item
price, changing the shipping to free, then adding the tag “free shipping” to your item.
Are you a writer or videographer? Pitch your story to the etsy blog. Etsy admin daniellexo
says “I especially like craftivism articles and how-to’s.” Specific articles they’re looking for
are often included on the pitch to The Storque page, such as wedding articles, seasonal
stories, or environmental crafting tips. Add photographs of your crafting space to the Etsy
Open Studios flickr pool to be considered for the “Get the Look” feature. Or submit your
home for the “There’s No Place Like Here” series. You can even post a helpful tip in the
forums and that may land you a spot in the etsy success newsletter.

Atelierpompadour’s studio from the Etsy Open Studio Flickr pool

Getting onto etsy’s front page, which switches out several times per day, is an entirely
different process and can be quite fun. Many of the featured items are picked from etsy
treasuries. Read all about setting one up here. Yes, you can include one of your own pieces
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in a treasury you create. And to be featured in someone else’s treasury, having great
photographs and tags are still key, as are any personal relationships you’ve established with
other etsians. You can see what treasuries you may be featured in at any given time at
craftopolis.
And finally, one great and underutilized tool to use is the etsy merchandizing desk. This is
basically where etsy tells you “Hey, this is what we’re going to focus on next month.” It’s like
having the answers to the test beforehand and can not only help you decide what to make,
but also how to tag or display your items. Perhaps that orange-colored scarf you listed can
be renamed persimmon-colored if that is an emerging trend they’ll be profiling.

Camera necklace by babyjewlz, as featured in the etsy weekend deals newsletter.

Tip #7: Market Outside of Etsy
Being featured on a major blog can be the equivalent of winning the etsy lottery, resulting in
selling a year’s worth of goods in just one week. I like going straight to the source to hear
what bloggers are looking for. Design*Sponge recently asked ten great design blogs “how to
get your work published.” For more step-by-step tips for contacting print and online
publications, see this helpful pdf on public relations and the independent designer, and Kelly
Rand’s indiefixx article on how to write a press release.
For print publications especially, many magazines publish their editorial calendar. Check
online to find their submission guidelines and calls for entry, like this one from Stampington
& Co.
If you’re more comfortable easing your toes into the water, check out notcot and especially
craftgawker. Both of these sites allow you to self-submit your work. And if you are approved
it goes up almost instantly. Bloggers will often search both when looking for new designers
to profile.
And finally, if your work is turned down or you receive a polite “no thanks,” use the
experience to improve your photography or work until it starts to get noticed.
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Hand Stamped Bracelet from SeizeTheNight.

Know What You Want from Etsy
In general, you will get out of etsy what you put in. Top seller AshleyG has said about her
etsy shop “our time is directly proportional to our income.” Making a living on etsy—
especially if you’re supporting a family—can be difficult if not impossible. It all depends on
what you are hoping to achieve. With some basic photography and a couple hours per
week, you can have fun and hopefully make some extra cash. But with significant time
invested and some luck, etsy can be exactly what you want it to be.

Seven Tips for Etsy Success
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